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7. Conclusions 
 

7.1 Introduction 
 

The importance of wildlife in people’s bond with green places in an urbanized society, the 

Netherlands, is investigated in this thesis. The overall aim is to gain more understanding of 

whether, how and for whom wildlife contributes to a bond with green places. This concluding 

chapter first presents the main findings of Chapters 2 to 6. This is followed by a discussion, 

recommendations for improving people’s bond with green places through wildlife-related leisure 

and tourism, and future research directions. 

7.2 Main findings 
 

Chapter 2 and 3 aim to provide insight into the extent to which wildlife and flora affect the 

valuation of green places on different spatial scales among the general Dutch public (Chapter 2) 

and members of a large nature conservation organization in the Netherlands, Natuurmonumenten 

(Chapter 3). An analysis is made into how different reasons for attractiveness (e.g. wildlife and 

flora), sociodemographics and recreation related to wildlife and flora affect the valuation of green 

places.  

 A shared result of both chapters is that, although wildlife and flora form a relatively 

unimportant reason for attractiveness, they do contribute to a higher valuation of green places. 

More commonly chosen reasons for attractiveness, such as greenery, and naturalness, do not 

contribute significantly to a higher valuation of green places. This suggests that greenery, 

naturalness, and other common reasons for attractiveness form the main characteristics of a green 

place, whereas the presence of wildlife and flora can make a green place special. A difference in 

results between Chapter 2 and 3 is that, for the general Dutch public, wildlife and flora add to the 

valuation of local green places, whereas for members of a nature conservation organization, 

wildlife and flora add to the valuation of green places at all spatial scales – especially at regional 

scale. In the valuation of regional green places among members of a nature conservation 

organization, wildlife and flora even form the most important reason for attractiveness.  
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 In both Chapters 2 and 3, it is found that people who observe birds value national green 

places higher than others. Thus, birdwatchers form a separate group of outdoor recreationists 

compared to both the general Dutch public, and members of a nature conservation organization. In 

addition, both chapters demonstrate that flora observers form a separate group of outdoor 

recreationists as well. Flora observers value local green places higher than the general Dutch 

public, whereas they value national green places higher than other members of a nature 

conservation organization.  

 Chapter 2 uncovers that, in local green places, wildlife and flora are regarded as reasons 

for attractiveness among broad segments of the population. This is in contrast with green places 

further from home, where wildlife and flora are more important for relatively old, and highly-

educated people, whose profile fits that of nature lovers (e.g. Curtin, 2008; Lee & Scott, 2011). 

Chapter 3 investigates differences between nature lovers, namely members of a large nature 

conservation organization, with regard to the importance of wildlife and flora in the valuation of 

green places at three spatial scales. Results demonstrate two main differences between members. 

First, relatively young members (< 40) who regard wildlife and flora as a reason for attractiveness, 

value national green places and all green places combined, significantly higher than other 

members do. Second, significant differences are found between traditional members, who are 

relatively old, highly-educated, male, have no children living at home, and who live in a rural 

place of residence (forming the majority of members of a nature conservation organization, thus 

referred to as ‘traditional’ members), and other members. Traditional members who regard 

wildlife and flora as a reason for attractiveness, value local, and regional green places lower than 

others do, whereas non-traditional members who observe birds, other wildlife, and/or flora, value 

local, and/or regional green places significantly higher than traditional members do. Combining 

the results of Chapter 2 and 3, it can be concluded that wildlife and flora add significantly to the 

valuation of local green places for broad segments of the population, whereas in green places 

further from home, they contribute to the valuation among nature lovers. However, within the 

group of nature lovers, two groups value national green places even higher: relatively young nature 

lovers who regard wildlife and flora as attractive features, and birdwatchers. 

 Chapters 4 and 5 explore in more detail whether, how and for whom wildlife matters in  

emotional attachment to wildlife-rich protected areas, visited for daytrips and/or domestic 

holidays. These chapters draw on insights into place attachment to natural environments (e.g. 

Altman & Low, 1992; Hammitt, Backlund, & Bixler, 2006; Williams & Vaske, 2003) and 

different types of wildlife experiences in nature-based tourism destinations (Curtin, 2008, 2010; 
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Farber & Hall, 2007; Patterson et al., 1998). The Lauwersmeer case study (Chapter 4) 

demonstrates that motives to see wildlife, the perceived intensity of wildlife experiences, and an 

interest in guided wildlife encounters contribute to visitors’ emotional attachment. For visitors who 

are motivated to visit the Lauwersmeer to see wildlife, wildlife experiences positively influence 

emotional attachment. This suggests that wildlife experiences merely confirm their emotional 

attachment to a visited place, rather than creating it. 

 The Wadden Sea case study (Chapter 5) reveals that visitors’ behavioral connections with 

nature (membership of a nature organization, choice to participate in an educational nature 

excursion or seal watching tour, past experiences with nature excursions) affect the importance of 

experiencing different types of wildlife in emotional attachment. Seeing small marine wildlife 

contributes to emotional attachment among visitors with more behavioral connections with nature, 

who participate in educational nature excursions. On the other hand, encountering seals positively 

influences emotional attachment to the Wadden Sea area among first-time visitors, and participants 

of seal-watching tours. This finding suggests that flagship species such as seals in the Wadden Sea 

area may be important in shaping a bond with green places visited for daytrips and holidays among 

less experienced visitors. This result may be related to the findings of Chapter 3, that young nature 

lovers value national green places higher for its wildlife and flora, than other nature lovers. 

Visitors who observe birds feel more emotionally attached to the Wadden Sea area, and the 

Lauwersmeer area than other visitors. Therefore, a recurring finding of Chapters 2 to 5 is that 

birdwatchers have a stronger bond with green places further from home than anyone else.   

 Chapter 6 explores how emotional bonds with green places near home are shaped through 

multisensory wildlife experiences among people with different sociodemographics and with 

different types of favorite local green places. The chapter uses insights provided by place 

attachment studies (e.g. Lewicka, 2010; Proshansky, Fabian, & Kaminoff, 1983; Tuan, 1977), 

studies on memorable wildlife experiences (Curtin, 2008, 2010; DeMares & Krycka, 1998, Farber 

& Hall, 2007), and the preceding chapters of this thesis (Chapters 2 to 5). The results of Chapter 6 

show that multisensory wildlife experiences (e.g. hearing and seeing wildlife) can add to people’s 

place bonding in three main ways: they can add to people’s ‘localized self’, to ‘internalising the 

place’, and/or ‘embeddedness in Panta Rhei’ – a feeling of being part of the natural flows of life, 

and an ever-changing natural environment.  

 First, through frequent visits, individuals become more and more familiar with a local 

green place and its’ wildlife. Through regular encounters with common wildlife, such as swans, 
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ducks, hares, and butterflies, individuals build up an affectionate relationship with wildlife in a 

local green place. This corresponds with Tuan (1974) who identified familiarity as an important 

aspect in the development of affection for a place. Regular wildlife experiences in a local green 

place may result in rooted feelings of finding the real self, the localized self.  

 Second, through frequent visits and regular encounters with wildlife in a local green 

place, individuals can develop internalized knowledge of the place and its non-human inhabitants. 

Having successful wildlife encounters makes people aware of being knowledgeable and 

experienced about the place. In addition, unexpected wildlife encounters in a familiar green place 

make people feel privileged, and rewarded for the time they invested in the place as well. These 

kind of wildlife experiences can lead to what is referred to as the internalized place: the person 

becomes part of the place.    

 Third, because nearby green places allow for repeated visits throughout the year, 

individuals can gain insight into the seasonal patterns, and in the related wildlife behavior they 

observe in situ. Wildlife adds permanence to a place, because wildlife has the same routines, such 

as building nests, migrating and announcing spring, year after year. These wildlife experiences 

facilitate individuals to reflect on their own lives,  their past, their future,  significant others, and 

on the continuing natural cycles of life and death. Wildlife experiences in a local green place can 

provide people with embeddedness in Panta Rhei; they feel part of the natural flows and cycles of 

life.  

7.4 Discussion 
 

In this section, the overarching themes which emerge from the studies in this thesis are discussed. 

First, the importance of wildlife in green places is reviewed. This is followed by a discussion of to 

what extent, how, and for whom, wildlife plays a role in the bond with green places near home, 

compared to green places further from home. Then attention is given to the special roles of birds in 

place bonding. The section ends with a discussion of how wildlife may add to a sense of being-in-

the-world. 

7.4.1 Wildlife inseparable from green places 

Overall, wildlife seems to be perceived as inseparable from green places in people’s living 

environments, as well as in green places visited for daytrips and holidays. Green places in general 

are most commonly associated with greenery, and naturalness. These characteristics implicitly 
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include the presence of wildlife. The presence of common, regularly encountered and familiar 

wildlife may easily be taken for granted, especially in green places near home. Nevertheless, it 

seems that wildlife can make green places special. Wildlife seems to be an important part of 

people’s lived experience of a local green place; not only among nature lovers, but among broad 

segments of the Dutch public.   

7.4.2 Wildlife in people’s bond with local versus more distant green places 

How wildlife experiences contribute to a bond with green places is contingent upon people’s 

characteristics and perceived place characteristics. In local green places, multisensory wildlife 

experiences may be part of a person’s everyday life and biographical narratives, thus contributing 

to shaping a unique and personal bond. Through wildlife experiences, individuals become 

reminded of their past, their childhood memories, and significant others. The presence of familiar 

wildlife, for instance when hearing well-known birdsong and regularly seeing ducks, swans, deer, 

or other wildlife, can add to feelings of rootedness and belonging to a local green place. This can 

lead to the localized self. Over time, the bond can be strengthened by increasing knowledge about 

both wildlife and the place, leading to what in this thesis is referred to as the internalized place. 

Different kinds of wildlife experiences, such as sought-after wildlife experiences and unexpected 

encounters, make people feel rewarded, special and privileged by the place and its non-human 

inhabitants. Thus, multisensory wildlife experiences can make everyday green places 

extraordinary among broad segments of the population.  

 Green places further from home tend to be visited for outdoor recreation and tourism 

purposes, with pre-visit motivations and expectations with regard to wildlife experiences. Among 

nature lovers (e.g. frequent visitors, members of a nature conservation organization), seeing 

wildlife merely confirms their bond with green places, rather than creating it. Their lifestyle is 

closely connected to enjoying nature. With every visit, and every wildlife experience, nature 

lovers’ bond with a green place is deepened. They may no longer feel like ‘visiting outsiders’ to 

green places further from home; a feeling of being rewarded and privileged to have certain wildlife 

experiences may make them feel like ‘insiders’, and as part of the place. By continuously gaining 

knowledge and experience about wildlife and the place, rewarding wildlife experiences in green 

places further from home can thus also lead to the internalized place – among knowledgeable and 

experienced nature lovers.     

 Previous studies on wildlife experiences have demonstrated that wildlife encounters can 

lead to emotionally intense and memorable ‘peak’ experiences among nature lovers (e.g. Curtin, 
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2010; DeMares & Krycka, 1998). This thesis adds to these insights that, among first-time visitors 

too, encounters with flagship species can add to an emotional bond with a green place. This 

suggests that first-time visitors may also seek and have meaningful wildlife experiences, even 

during a commercial wildlife tour. This finding supports Franklin (2003), who criticizes the way 

tourists are often portrayed as merely being shallow and hedonistic consumers of commodified 

products. As Franklin (2003) suggests, visitors may do more than gaze at touristic signifiers, or 

have more than “depthless experiences of pleasure”(p. 270). Other senses and embodied activities 

play an important role in tourist experiences as well. Encounters with flagship species may activate 

various senses, thereby changing people’s place experience and eventually their emotional bond 

with the place. 

 Figure 7.1 presents for whom different types of wildlife experiences can add to a bond 

with green places on different spatial scales. Regular, predictable, and familiar, as well as 

extraordinary, intense, and unexpected, wildlife experiences can immerse people in experiencing 

green places, both near and further from home. Locally, regular encounters with common wildlife 

add to a bond among broad segments of the population (Figure 7.1, A).  These wildlife encounters 

lead to the localized self. By gaining knowledge and experience of wildlife, people may develop a 

stronger bond with a nearby green place, leading to the internalized place (Figure 7.1, A). In green 

places further from home, differences between the general public and nature lovers seem to be 

more profound. For first-time visitors, sporadic or once-in-a-lifetime encounters with flagship 

species can add to an emotional bond with green places further from home (Figure 7.1, B). Nature 

lovers, who tend to visit more distant green places especially to seek wildlife experiences, can 

have rewarding wildlife experiences which lead to a sense of accomplishment and pride. These 

kind of wildlife experiences may strongly add to nature lovers’ bond with green places (Figure 7.1, 

D). For both the general public and nature lovers, unexpected wildlife encounters can add to an 

emotional bond with green places near home, and further from home. Unexpected wildlife 

encounters, such as suddenly standing eye-to-eye with deer in a forest, or seeing a fox playing in a 

field, are often perceived as intense and emotional. They can make people feel privileged and can 

give a sense of receiving a present (Figure 7.1, AC).  
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Figure 7.1 Wildlife experiences contributing to people’s bond with green places.  
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7.4.3 Birds 

Birds seem to play a more prominent role in shaping bonds with green places than any other type 

of wildlife in the Netherlands. In people’s relationship with local green places, they can play an 

important role in contributing to place familiarity, place rootedness and place belonging. Birdsong 

and bird behavior (building nests, migrating) in a local green place can provide a sense of time, as 

well as timelessness; they can signify natural rhythms, they can remind individuals of childhood 

memories, and they can provide comfort and continuity in an ever-changing life. 

 In addition, it was found that birdwatchers have a stronger bond with green places further 

from home than any other group. Wilkinson, Waitt and Gibbs’ (2014) found that, among 

birdwatchers, encountering and listing birds contributes to feelings of belonging to places further 

from home. This thesis found that birds can connect people with a place, even further from home. 

Birds may make birdwatchers strongly feel part of Panta Rhei. Birds may not only connect them 

with a certain place; birds may connect them with the flows of life, the seasons, the past, and the 

future. Instead of feelings of belonging to a specific place, they may feel part of the natural 

rhythms of the world.  
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7.4.4 Wildlife in green places connecting people with the world. 

Wildlife experiences can provide people with embeddedness in Panta Rhei: the flows and cycles of 

nature and life. The presence of wildlife in green places near home seems to be very important in 

connecting people with their natural surroundings, and with the natural world of which they feel 

part. They can nest people in time and place, and seem to be a means by which people reinforce 

their identities, and connect with the world (see Figure 2). Franklin (2003) strongly proposes that 

tourism and leisure experience are ways of connecting with the world, rather than escaping it. 

Wildlife experiences in people’s daily life, as well as during daytrips and holidays, seem to fulfil 

this role for people in many ways. The possibility of people to engage with the world, think about 

the world, and finding themselves being part of the world has been referred to as being-in-the-

world (Malpas, 1999). Experiencing wildlife in green places seems to facilitate a sense of ‘being-

in-the-world’. People may get more in touch with the here and now, the past and future, with 

natural times and timelessness. Wildlife experiences can trigger childhood memories, and remind 

people of significant others; wildlife such as birds can announce spring or autumn, yet they can 

also make time stand still, make people forget their worries and live in the present. Thus, although 

wildlife may not be the main reason for attractiveness, wildlife does not merely play a background 

role in shaping people’s bond with green places. Wildlife can connect individuals with their 

surrounding natural world. 

7.6 Recommendations for nature, leisure and tourism management 
 

Wildlife plays an important role in the bond with local green places, for broad segments of the 

population. This finding demonstrates that the importance of wildlife in green places near home 

may be underestimated. In daytrip and holiday destinations, wildlife is more easily recognized as 

an attractive feature, stimulating people’s experience of protected areas, forests, and lakes. The 

presence of local wildlife, such as birds, has subliminal effects on people’s multisensory 

experiences of local green places. Most people may not be consciously aware of the presence of 

wildlife, or they may take it for granted. However, when people turn their attention toward 

wildlife, such as bird sounds, hares, deer, or even bees and butterflies, it positively affects their 

bond with green places. Thus, wildlife can be seen as a latent treasure of green places near home. 

If people are made more aware of the presence of local wildlife, from small to large, and from 

common to rare, they may appreciate their green places near home more. The finding that wildlife 

is important in people’s bond with local green places confirm the importance of the call for 

“bringing animals and plants back in to where the majority of people live” (Wolch, 2007, p. 380). 
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Protecting and facilitating a rich biodiversity makes urban areas more pleasant and liveable for 

residents (Wolch, 2007). As high quality green near home has been proven to improve people’s 

health and well-being (Fuller, et al., 2007; Groenewegen, et al., 2012), it can be regarded as an 

important goal for nature policy and planning to facilitate a richer biodiversity in and near places 

where people live. This can be combined with creating more awareness and improving 

opportunities to enjoy wildlife and flora in green places near home for broad segments of the 

population.    

 In green places visited for daytrips and holidays, wildlife experiences seem to confirm an 

emotional bond among nature lovers. Nature lovers already have a relatively high emotional bond 

with green places away from home. To foster their emotional bond with visited green places, 

leisure and tourism managers, and nature conservation organizations, may focus more on 

experiencing ‘lower profile’ wildlife species and rare types of wildlife in green places visited for 

daytrips and domestic holidays. It is important that experienced visitors keep getting opportunities 

to learn more about wildlife and their natural habitats, and experience ‘new’ types of wildlife, in 

their own region or country. Developing wildlife-related recreation for nature lovers can be 

regarded as a chance for the development of proximity tourism in the Netherlands.  

 For a more general Dutch public, young people (< 40), and families with children, large 

charismatic and iconic wildlife form an important attraction of green places further from home. 

For these groups, it may be difficult to find and encounter wildlife. Guided wildlife excursions are 

suitable to strengthen an emotional bond with visited green places among first-time visitors, as the 

chance of seeing and otherwise sensing wildlife is higher than during an unguided visit. It also 

provides opportunities to transfer knowledge about wildlife, for instance on wildlife protection and 

wildlife ethics. As place bonding is a process, multisensory wildlife encounters with charismatic 

wildlife can be regarded as a starting point for developing an emotional bond with a green place 

further from home. Facilities such as watching towers, and informative walking routes in wildlife-

rich protected areas can increase visitors’ chance to experience wildlife on-site. At the same time, 

these facilities can be used as effective tools for visitor management.   

7.7 Future research directions 
 

This thesis investigates whether, to what extent, how and for whom wildlife contributes to a bond 

with green places. A common outcome of all studies in this thesis is that birds play an important 
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role in place bonding among birdwatchers in green places visited for daytrips and holidays. In 

addition, this thesis finds that birds are also important in shaping a bond with nearby green places 

– including among people who do not regard themselves as birdwatchers. Based on these insights, 

it is recommended to examine in more detail why birds are important in shaping a bond with local 

green places. It might also be interesting to do further research into how people actually become 

novice, casual and serious birdwatchers and how this affects their emotional bond with places near 

home, with places visited for daytrips and domestic holidays, and with exotic places.   

 Second, this thesis brings to the fore that flora observers form a distinctive, and 

heterogeneous group of outdoor recreationists with regard to their bond with green places. 

Building on studies by Jones and Cloke (2002) on tree cultures: the place of trees and trees in their 

place, and by Pickering and Ballantyne (2013) on the importance of charismatic flora to nature-

based tourism destinations, further research can examine what roles flora play in shaping people’s 

bond with places.   

 Third, among first-time visitors, encounters with seals contribute to emotional attachment 

to the Wadden Sea area. This suggests that encounters with flagship species may provide more 

than a shallow experience for participants of commercial wildlife tours. It may be interesting to 

gain more insight into why first-time visitors go on commercial wildlife tours, and what senses and 

embodied activities play a role. This may provide more understanding of meanings given to 

encounters with large and charismatic wildlife encounters by first-time visitors. In addition, we 

found that young nature lovers who regard wildlife and flora as attractive features, value green 

places at national scale higher than other nature lovers. It could be investigated whether and how 

flagship species can improve young people’s bond with nature. 

 Last, this thesis focuses on how the appreciation of wildlife, and wildlife experiences,  

contribute to people’s bond with green places. In our case study about the Lauwersmeer area, it 

was found that more visitors were interested in seeing wildlife unexpectedly, than during guided 

tours. Previous research also found that when people visit a large protected area on their own 

device, large and charismatic wildlife, such as deer and wild boar, are rarely encountered  (Buijs & 

Langers, 2014). Further research can investigate whether the awareness of wildlife presence, the 

chance to encounter wildlife, and visibility of wildlife affects people’s bond with a green place. 

Seeing tracks, or merely knowing that certain wildlife is roaming around freely in a large protected 

area, may contribute as much to place bonding as actually seeing wildlife. This is especially 
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relevant for large and charismatic wildlife that is rather difficult to encounter, such as wolves, 

lynxes, and eagles.  

 The collection of studies in this thesis demonstrate that wildlife is important in people’s 

bond with green places; both locally, in everyday environments, as further from home, in green 

places visited for daytrips and holidays. Wildlife can be regarded as a hidden treasure of green 

places in urbanized societies like the Netherlands, as it can facilitate people to connect with the 

world, rather than to escape it.  
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